
  

  

Visualize, Synchronize, Mesmerize – CORSAIR 

Launches New VENGEANCE RGB PRO SL Memory 

 

FREMONT, CA, January 21st, 2021 – Corsair Gaming, Inc. (NASDAQ:CRSR) (“CORSAIR”), a 

world leader in PC gaming peripherals and enthusiast components, today announced a new 

range of high-performance DDR4 memory kits to its renowned VENGEANCE RGB PRO lineup, 

CORSAIR VENGEANCE RGB PRO SL. Initially available in a wide range of frequencies up to 

3,600MHz and kits up to 128GB (4x32GB) in both black and white, VENGEANCE RGB PRO SL 

boasts dynamic ten-zone RGB lighting in a form-factor just 44mm tall, offering wide compatibility 

with nearly any PC build. Each module is tightly screened and optimized for peak performance 

and overclocking potential, for memory that matches its mesmerizing visuals with equally 

impressive performance. 

 

 
At 44mm tall, VENGEANCE RGB PRO SL’s compact form-factor enables compatibility with a 

multitude of CPU cooler options, including dual-fan AIO liquid CPU coolers and many air coolers 

such as the CORSAIR A500. Ten individually addressable RGB LEDs per module are 



massively customizable through CORSAIR iCUE software, and can be synchronized with all 

iCUE-compatible devices throughout your setup for stunning lighting effects across the entire 

iCUE ecosystem. 

 

 
 

VENGEANCE RGB PRO SL continues the legacy of high-frequency performance and reliability 

synonymous with CORSAIR memory. Optimized for compatibility with the latest AMD and Intel® 

DDR4 motherboards, VENGEANCE RGB PRO SL utilizes a custom PCB for high signal quality 

and stability. Each memory chip is carefully screened and selected for high performance and 

overclocking potential, while the stylized aluminum heatspreader efficiently disperses heat 

during even the most strenuous tasks, so you can get the most out of your memory. With 

completely customizable RGB lighting and outstanding performance contained in a form-factor 

that’s more compact than ever before, VENGEANCE RGB PRO SL is memory that 

mesmerizes. 

 

Availability, Warranty, and Pricing 
 
The CORSAIR VENGEANCE RGB PRO SL Series is available immediately from the CORSAIR 
webstore and the CORSAIR worldwide network of authorized retailers and distributors. 
 
The CORSAIR VENGEANCE RGB PRO SL Series is backed by a limited lifetime warranty, 
alongside the CORSAIR worldwide customer service and technical support network. 
 



For up-to-date pricing of the CORSAIR VENGEANCE RGB PRO SL Series, please refer to the 
CORSAIR website or contact your local CORSAIR sales or PR representative. 
 

Web Pages 
 
To learn more about the CORSAIR VENGEANCE RGB PRO SL Series, please visit: 
https://www.corsair.com/vengeance-pro-sl 
 
For a complete list of all CORSAIR memory, please visit: 
http://corsair.com/memory 
 
Video 
 
The launch video for the CORSAIR VENGEANCE RGB PRO SL Series can be found at the link 
below: 
https://youtu.be/2poaMYqVUO8 
  

Product Images  

 

High-resolution images of CORSAIR VENGEANCE RGB PRO SL Series can be found at the 

links below:  

Black: 

https://corsair.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/MarketingCommunications/Ege66Mto07RFvq1acMUjQmEB4

usF-XSiYogKukzUMPnw2w?e=UdpbTr 

White: 

https://corsair.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/MarketingCommunications/EpuDFIKOqqBJtokDaCvEb3cBwI

Wv4954UC94kGEx_9IQ0g?e=VjBvwh 

 

About CORSAIR 
CORSAIR (NASDAQ:CRSR) is a leading global developer and manufacturer of high-
performance gear and technology for gamers, content creators, and PC enthusiasts. From 
award-winning PC components and peripherals, to premium streaming equipment and smart 
ambient lighting, CORSAIR delivers a full ecosystem of products that work together to enable 
everyone, from casual gamers to committed professionals, to perform at their very best.  

  
CORSAIR also includes subsidiary brands Elgato, which provides premium studio equipment 
and accessories for content creators, SCUF Gaming, which builds custom-designed controllers 
for competitive gamers, and ORIGIN PC, a builder of custom gaming and workstation desktop 
PCs and laptops. 
 
Copyright © 2021 Corsair Memory, Inc. All rights reserved. CORSAIR, the sails logo, and 
Vengeance are registered trademarks of CORSAIR in the United States and/or other countries. 
All other company and/or product names may be trade names, trademarks, and/or registered 
trademarks of the respective owners with which they are associated. Features, pricing, 
availability, and specifications are subject to change without notice. 
 
Source: Corsair Gaming Inc. 
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